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,INTRODUCTION
The Democratic Republic o-F Somalia, situated in the 
Eastern A-frica, borders on Kenya to the South, Somali 
Western region and Djibouti to the North West to the North 
the country has a coast line about ISOOKms. bordering the 
Gulf of Aden and to East a coastline of about 2000Kms. 
bordering the Indian ocean. The climate in the coast 
regions is hot humid. Average temperature vary from 
27to32 degrees centgrade along the East coast and can rise 
to above 40degrees centigrade at times on the North coast. 
The seasons are governed by the two Mansoon winds, the 
South West Monsoon during June to September and the North 
East Monsoon during November to March and the two 
intermonsoon periods during April or May and December.
There are 21st fishing Cooperatives and four 
settelements with a total population of about 76.500, many 
of then depend on fishing as their mainb source pf 
livelihood, however, the number of fulltime fishermen is 
currently estimated at about 3,500, fishermen with about 
10.000 parti me or occasional fishermen.
Marine Products are essential to mankind as source of 
proteine. The need of fish protein and other marine 
profucts is becoing more and more for the last two 
decades. On the other hand fisheries play an important 
role on the economy ofthe most third-world countries.
In the year 1977 the Somali Government established 
the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources, inorder to 
fulfil certain objectives, concerning the developement of 
fisheries in this Country.
Although some positive achievements have been made
II
there still remains some problems connected with the 
existing projects. The Ministry is constantly engaged in 
resolving these difficulties . With increasing experience 
it is expected that such adjustment will be made with less 
difficult.
Ill
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ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ON THE D. R. OF SOMALIA
PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE COAST;
The D.R.S. has a total area of 637657 square 
kilometers and a considerable coastline along the sea of 
2900 kilometers, of which 1000 kilometers are along the 
Gulf of Aden to the North and 1900 kilometers on the 
Indian Ocean to the East.
1.2 THE MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COASTLINE OF THE 
D.R.S., are:
1) ~ Almost total absence of safe natural shelters;
2) = Absence of natural means of replenishing of fresh
water;
3) = Narrowness of the continental shelf over the major
portion of the Somali coastline.
A. COAST ALONG THE GULF OF ADEN;
This stretches from Lawyacadde to the west to Ras 
Casayr(Cape Guardafui) to the East.
The coastline consists of a series of a sand bays 
interrupted by rocky promontories which stretch into the 
sea to a low depth. Only to the west of Ras Khansar is 
there a continuous through narrow coastal plain . .
From the coastline the extension of the continental shelf 
is restricted , the 100 fathom plumbline is on average at 
4 miles from the shore, save in the North—wfest where it 
stretches to 20 miles over a few miles distance due to 
the commencement of an pwelling seawards. Despite its 
small width, the continental shelf slopes sharply to the 
contenental slope.
X
There are no permanent rivers but Wadis which are 
temparary and appear only during heavy rain -fall on the 
mountain in the hinterland, which however are with out 
e-ftect on the Marine Biological Environment.
As against this, however, the Wadis cut deeply in to the 
continental shelf in the shape of the letter (V) 1 to 1,5
miles offshore.
The soil of the contenental shelf consists of grovel and 
pebbles with sandy beaches and coral "heaps" . The V 
notches cut into the coastline by the Wadis are such 
that the contenental shelf, in addition to its steepness, 
has a number of accidented features with very few area 
suitable for trawlers.
Through out the Eastern portion of the Bulf which is swept 
by the seasonal arrival of cold waters resulting from the 
monsoon and the upwelling of the Eastern coast, there are 
practically no coral formations but only rocky structures. 
The sea depth in the Gulf increases from 500 miles to 800 
miles in the East and 2000 miles to 2500 miles in the West 
the only not worthy geological features are the bottom 
upwellings between Cape Guardafui and the Island of 
Socatra, as well as the raised sea bottom in the middle of 
the Bulf between longitude 45degree East to 49degree 
East.
B. THE EASTERN COAST
There is the same coastal structure, though an even 
more rocky coastal nature with sandy bays, however 
between Cape Guaradfui down to approximately the level of 
the town Eil at Latitudes 8 degrees North the coast is 
totally isolated with respect to the rest of the country . 
As against this, the contenental shelf stretches 20 to 
30 miles offshore . The South of Eil there is the gradual 
appearance of the coral formation.
2
The contenental shelf narrows down 10 to 12 miles and on 
rare occasions to 20 miles. Owing to this, Cape Guardfui 
and Hobyo there are not only trowable areas at low depth, 
which however decrease in imporatance form North to South, 
but it is also possible to fish the bluffs.
South of Hobyo the coast is sandy but the contenental 
shelf remains from a few miles to 10 miles wide... with 
few enclaves of 20 miles... down to about the Equator, 
where the coral reefs become jogged and trowable area 
become fewer. The bluffs become increasingly steep.
Natural shelters are rare along this coast and are 
mainly at the islands of Jubba and at Burgaabo and 
Kisimayo.
TOXONOMY OF FRISHES 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION OF FISHES 
SUPER-CLASS FISHES
Three classes
Placodermi
(AphtehvDides)
Chondrichthyes 
(Elasmobranchii)
Osteichthys 
(Teleostomi)
Fiye orders
Selachi Holocephali Cladocelachii Pleurocanthodii Brodonti
Two suborder
Pleurotremata
Hypotremata
Three subclasses
Pleooteryqii Neopoteryaii Choonichthyes
Two orders Two'super-ords Three ords
Clodistia Holstei Rhipiodistia
Chondrostei Teleostei (osteolopidoti)
Actinstia 
(coelacanthini) 
Dipnoi
, (dipneusti)
CHAPTER TWO
TOXONOMY OF FISH AND FISHING INDUSTRY
2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FISHES
Fishes are the first successful class of chordates, 
they have an easy pre-eminence over lower forms .
Due to their success found in large number of genera and 
species not only at present bxjt were also found in the 
past.
About 40.000 living species of fishes are found in the 
world.
2.2. THE SUPPER -CLASS PISCES IS DIVIDED INTO THREE 
CLASSES:
2.2.1 CLASS ONE: PLACODERMI(Aphetohyoidae)
These fishes are extinct were found Devonian time, 
about 400 million years ago. The Placoderms possessed bony 
armour, primitive jaws and paired fins, the number of 
paired fins was some times less and some times as many as 
seven pairs.
Placoderms gradually disappeared , when two new classes of 
fishes evolved.
Example: aconthodes , Climatus, Gemnendina.
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Class Chondrichthyes—Poisonous Sharks, etc.
'I.
Figure a.—Carcharhinus melanoplerus'{Qxxoy and Gaimard). Length 2 m.
Figure b.—Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos (Bleeker). Length 1.3 m.
Figure c.—Caleorhinus galeus (Linnaeus). Length 2 m.
Figure d.—Prionace glauca (Linnaeus). Length 4 m or more. (M. Shirao)
The sharks appearing on this plate have been incriminated in elasmobranch poisoning.
Cartledge fish
AvrvTXiv trT
2.2.2. CLASS TWO; CHONDRICHTHYES(Chondros;Cartledge; 
ichthyos: fish) or Elasmobranchii :
1 . 
2.
o* • 
4.
oo!:
7.
8.
(. ( *
10
11
They are carti1aginous fishes i e, without bones; 
FIRST gill-slit is spliracle;
Scales are minute and placoid type;
Fins without rays;
Jaws present;
Mouth and paired nostrils are ventral 
Males are provided with clospers;
Tail is usually heterocercal;
Spiral volve is present along the internal wall of 
the large intestine;
Swim bladder is present.
Gill-slits are not covered with gill plates, hence 
visible from outside
The class two CONDRICHTHYES is divided into five 
orders;
A) Order one: SELAQHI OR PLAGIOSTOMI
( 1.
■:>.
Bill slit are not covered and are situated at 
separate clifts at the side of the pharynx; 
Spiracle is situated behind each eye;
Mostly marine;
This order is divided into two SUB ORDERS:
1. SUB ORDER ONE; PLEUROTREMATA<Squalidea) 
Pleuro:side, trema:opening:
i. Body spindle-shaped;
ii. Gill slits open on the leteral side of the body;
iii. Tail is heterocercal;
iv. Spoiracles, when present situated behind the eyes; 
V. Pectral -fins are not greatly elongated.
Examples; sharks, dog fishes.
2. SUBORDER TWO; HYPOTREMATA(Botoidea);
hypo=below; tremata= opening
i.
i i . 
i i i
V .
Body is depressed ie flattened dorso-ventral1y; 
Gill slits are situated on the ventral side; 
Spiracles always present on the dorsal side; 
Pectoral fins enlarged and jointed to the side of 
of the head and body;
Bill slits are five pairs.
Examples: skates, rays, pristis.
B) ORDER TWO: HOLOCESHALI
r
(p
1. There is a fold or operculum which covers 4 gill slits 
leaving only one external opening on each side;
2. Spricles are absent;
3. First dorsal fin^with strong spines is situated for 
forward ;
4. Tail is slender and whip like;
5. Scales are absent in the adult;
6. Each jaw is provided with a large tooth plate;
7. Urinogenital aperture is separate from the anus.
Example; chimeara
C) ORDER THREE; CLADOSELACHII
1. Fins were broad at the base;
2. Claspers absent;
3. Found Devonian time.
6
C:t." U-ii i<ii:j!\i.'—Scciypionjishcs
FiCLTREa.—SeiaJ^!CUJ marmo7-afu5 (Cuvier and \’alenciennes). Length 15cm. (S. Arita) 
Figure b.—Sebastodes inermis (Cuvier and \'alenciennes). Length 20 cm.
(From Hiyama)
Figure c.—Sebastodes joyneri (Gunther). Length 20 cm. (S. Arita)
Figure d.—Sebasles auriculatus Girard. Length cm.
(Courtesy of J. B. Phillips. State of California Department of Fish and Game)
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ANNEX IX,
§ MACKEIIELS & TUNNAS FOUND IN SOMALI WATER ». '
D> ORDER FOUR; PLEUROCANTHYDII
7
1
C' 1
Dorsal -fins are mostly of the body and tail; 
Found in fresh water;
Found in Devonian time.
Example: 1eurocanthus.
E) ORDER FIVE; BRADQNTI:
Teeth had crushing plates;
Found in Devonian time;
Example; Cochliodus, psaminodus.
2.2.3. CLASS THREE; OESTEICHTHYES(Teleostomi)
Oesteos= bone; ichthyes=fish
r
C
1. Fish with ossified skeleton;
2. Mouth is usually terminal or sub-terminal ;
3. Scales are soft and cycloid;
4. Sill slits are always covered with operculum;
5. Gill filament projects freely from gill arches 
and inter—branchial septa are much reduced;
6. Tail is homocercal , diphycercal and heterocercal;
7. Claspers, cloaca and nasso-buccal grooves are 
absent.
7
The class OESTEICHTHYES has been divided into three 
subclasses:
1. SUB-CLASS ONE: PLEOPTEYGII
1. Dermal -fin-rays which support dorsal and anal tins
are more nomerous than the vertebral elements at their 
bases, this is a primitive tin structure divided into two 
orders.
A) ORDER ONE: CLADISTIA
1. lobed, paired tins;
2. Caudal tin is symetrical or diphycerical type;
3. Dorsal tin tringe-like appearance;
4. Bonoid scales present.
EKample: polyptrus.
B) ORDER TWO: CHONDROSTEI
1. Reproduction ot bone in skeleton;
2. Weak jaws with out teeth;
3. Tail is hetrocercal;
4. Snout is prominent;
5. Broad waist, paired tins.
Example: acipenser, polyodon.
8
SUB-CLASS TWO; NEDPTRYBIIr?
1. The largest group o-f bony fishes, about 20,000 
species separated into 31 orders are included in this sub 
class.
2. Jaws suspension is hyostylic;
3. Tail is homocercal;
4. Fins without basal support.
There are two super orders in this sub-class:
A) SUPER ORDER ONE; HOLOSTEI
holo=complet; ostei= bone
i. Fishes wich have certain primitive features such
as ganoin covered scales;
ii. Eno-skeletal bone is less in sizer;
iii. Found in fresh waters of America;
Example; Ania (fresh water dog fish)
B) SUPER ORDER TWO: TELEOSTEI
Tel= entire; ostei= bone.
i. Includes a large number of bony fishes in which 
skeleton is reduced;
ii. Ganoin is not reduced from the surface of the scales 
which are over-lopping and reduced;
iii. Tail is symetrical;
9
iv. Four pairs of gill slitsj
V. Air bladder is present having hydrostatic function; 
vi. Both in marine and fresh water .
Examples: pontus, anguilla.
3. SUB-CLASS THREE: CHOANICHTHUS
choan=internal layer; ichthus =fishes.
1. First vertebrate in which nasal passage connects 
the mouth cavity to the outside;
2. Each paired fin is provided with a large , median 
lobe and dermal fin rays along the sides.
This sub-class is divided into three orders:
A> ORDER ONE: RHIPIDISTIA(Osteolepidati)
i. Skull ossified, body fusiform;
ii. Body covered with bony scales;
iii. Teeth on both premaxill-a and mayillia;
iv. Tail is hetrocercal.
Example: osteolepis.
B> ORDER TWO: ACTINISTIA(Coelacanthini)
i. Head is short, skull with much cartilage;
ii. Two dorsal fins and lobed, paired fins present;
iii. Diphycercal tail.
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Examples; macropoma, batimeria.
C) ORDER THREE; DEPNOI(Depneusti)
i. Body is long and slender;
ii. Jaws are short, teeth -form and pair o-f plates;
iii. Endo and exo-skeletons are reduced;
iv. Air bladders which may be one or two are -functional 
and lung like;
V. paired -fins are narrow.
Examples: protopterus (A-frican) ; neoceratodus (Aust.) .
2.3. FISHINB IN GENERAL
Fisheriesare carried on all types of waters, in all 
parts of the world, except where are impeded by depth or 
dangerous currents, or prohibited by law. In sea waters, 
fishing is the oldest form of marine exploitation.
Fisheries can be done in a simple manner, with small 
vessels, little technical equipment and little or no 
mechanizations in small local, traditional or artisanal 
fisheries. It can also be done on a large scale with 
powerful deep sea vessels, and sophisticated mechanical 
equipment similar to that of modern industrial 
enterprises.
Man takes both plants and animals from the sea, two 
types of fish are caught; Demersal living at or near the 
bottom, although some times in mid water, and Pelagic
NAiiES OF THE PEINCIPAL PELAGIC, DE1.IERSAL PISH 
FOUND IN SOilALI lYATEES
English Common Name •
PELEAGIC SPECIES 
Sardinella
Indian oil sardine 
Anchovy
Japanese mackerel 
Mackerel 
Layang scad 
Spotted herring 
Round herring 
Porcupine fish 
Grevalle 
Ponyfish 
Scavenger 
Shad
King mackerel 
Skipjack tuna 
Yellowfin tuna 
Bonito
Kawakawa (little tuna) 
MesojLeJaqic fishes 
I Lantern fish
Sharks
Rays
Catfish
Snapper
Grouper
Treadfin bream
Croakers
Barracuda
Boarfish
Goatfish
Hairtaii
Grunt Sacvenger 
Crustaceans 
■Spinny Lobster
Deep water spinny lobster 
» »
Shrimp, prawn 
" 1.
Scientific Name
Sardinella gibbosa
S. sirm
S. longiceps 
Engraulis spp 
Stolophorus spp 
Scomber japonicus 
Rasterllinger spp 
Decpturus macrosoma 
Merklotsichthus spp 
Eutrumenus teres 
Diodon moculifer 
Alepes spp 
Leiognathus bindus 
Lethrinus nebulosus 
Hilsa spp
Scomberomorus spp 
Katsuwonus pelagic 
Thunus albacares 
Sarda spp 
Euthynnus affinis 
Benthosoma pteratum 
B. fibulatum 
Diaphus spp
Selachii 
Rajiformes 
Ariys spp 
Lutjanus spp 
Epinephalus spp 
Nemipterus spp 
Sciaenidae 
Sphyraenidae 
Antigonia spp 
Mullidae
Triciurus lepturus 
Lethrinus spp
Panulirus ornatus 
P. versicolor 
P. penicillatus 
P. dasypus 
Puerullus sevelli 
P. carinatus 
Penaeus monodon 
P. Indicus
p. semisuicainc:
1
living in the open seas near the surface. Both demersal 
and pelagaic fish can some times be found far from coastal 
regions.
Other aquatic animals that may be the object of 
commercial fishery include: Crustaceans (lobster, shrimp, 
Frowns,crabs,Cray fish) and mul1usks:(oyster, scallops, 
mussels, squid, octopuses.), certain mamals:(whale, 
prfopoises, seals).
2.3.1. FISHERIES RESOURCES OF SOMALI WATERS
LARGE PELAGIC SPECIES
These are usually classified as "tunas and tuna 
like fish" and in the case of our country can be roughly 
separated into coastal species such as the king-mackerels 
and mainly offshore species of tunasuch as the yellowfin 
and the skipjack.Almost all the species of the large 
pelagic group are highly migratory hence their absence at 
any given area is seasonal.
The distribution of these species is strongly 
influenced by the environmental changes such as 
temperature salinity, nutrients, upwellings, and 
thermocline. The major species of tuna( Albacore, bigeye, 
yellowfin, skipjack, and southern bluefin), of the Indian 
Ocean and the Red Sea are tropical and sub-tropical in 
distribution, and the Northern limit of their distribution 
occurs at lOdegree North Latitude, namely close to the 
most northern latitude of Somalia.
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DEMERSAL FISH't? “7 O
The major source o-f the information is the Acoustic 
survey carried out by the FRV'Fridije-f Nansen" but some 
species o-f Demersal -fish are not readily detected by 
echo-sounders, thus abundance levels may be under 
estimated. The major species are sharks (commonl y 40’/. of 
the catches), snopers, seabream,baracuda, scavengers, and 
lizarad fish. The potential catches of the large demersal 
species excluding sharks and rays would be about 
4000ton/year and of sharks and rays 30,OOOton/year about 
half of these quantities would be taken off the eastern 
coast of the country and in all areas the greatest 
concentrations being found in shallow water.
CRUSTEACEAN RESOURCES
The main crustacean resources are shrimps,prowns, 
spiny lobster and swimming crabs.
Three species of Penacid shrimp are found near the 
mangrove area South of the river Jubba. The mangrove area 
itself has an extension of about 200 Sqm. and forms a 
nursery area for these shrimp.
Shrimp catch in Somali waters is estimated about 
600ton/year, spiny lobsters are found along the entire 
coast(particularly Kulmis, Buravo,Ras-kiamboni, Mogadishu)
With three species of the Genus Panulirus being found in 
shallow waters and two species of the Genus Puerulum being 
found on the continental slope, the increase in going 
from Ras-kiamboni in the South to Bender Beil a on the 
North-east . One source estimated that the potential 
annual catc.h of the shallow water species would exceed 
700tons and the deep water species about 1,500 tonnes.
According to number of surveys carried out by various 
Organizations such as the White Fish Authority,the FAO. 
research vessel Dr. F Nansen, the Romanian experimental 
fishing, the World Bank and the Spanish stock assessment 
expedition, the potential catch in the Somali waters has 
been estimated 200,000 ton/year with out dangering the 
stock out of which in the year 1984 only 18,000 tonnes has 
been extracted .
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AUNEX XI
2.4. THE ARTISANAL SECTOR
2.4.1. GENERAL; There are 28 small coastal 
settlements with a total population of about 90,000, many 
of whom depend on fishing as their main source of 
livelihoods for at least part of the year . However, the 
number of full-time fishermen 1979(White Fish Authority ) 
is about 4000. There are another 15,280 ex-nomads . 
Part-time fisher men are estimated 10,000.
Inorder to improve the Development of Artisanal 
sector, the various scattered coastal fishing communities 
were organized by the Government in to 21 Co-operatives in 
the mid 1970, The Co-operatives were given support by the 
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources under a law 
that was intended to provide the following:
1) Grant from the Ministry of Fisheries to the co- 
peratives to cover the cost of buildings for cold storage 
fish processing and offices;
2) Subsidies on the cost of Administration by payment of 
salaries of the elected chairman of each Co-operative as 
well as Administrative and technical staff aiding the Co­
operatives;
3) Provision of transport, boats and gear to the Co­
operatives.
The Government’s subsidies to the Co-operatives were the 
out come of efforts to resettle some 100,000 nomads as 
fishermen relocated as a result of the servere drought in 
1974-75.
In 1976 the Government established resettlements for
20.000 former nomads in four locations (Barava, El-
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Ahmed,Adale, and Eil) along the Eastern coast
2.4.2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF FISHERIES CO-OPERATIVES/ 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
The United Nations Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO.) has carried out the Development o-f 
Fisheries in areas of Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, which has 
ascertained the most effective methodof developing 
Artisanal fisheries in the area which is through 
establishing of integrated community fishery centres 
within the cooperative system .
In July, 1984 the UNDP./FAO. project formulation 
mission was in the field to review and the assess the 
status of fisheries cooperatives and to formulate a 
project for the fishery centers in four of the countries 
bordering the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden and classified 
at least developed countries <LDC.), PDRY; YAR;the Sudan 
(former participating countries of RAB/83/023 and Somali.
The out come was the approval of the RAB/86/037 
project"THE DEVELOPMENT OF CO-OPERATIVES /COMMUNITY 
FISHERY CENTERS" which constituted phasel of this project. 
During phase 1 , the project’s activities dealt mainly 
with continued and strengthened support will be given to 
the selected Community Fishery Center in the participating 
Countries . Since the work plan design during phase 1 will 
take account of the aspects of the fisheries sector, not 
only harvesting, handling and marketing , servicing and 
material supply, but also the Development of the 
infrastructure, technology and human resources.
Particular attention will be given to the training of 
extension staff and training specialists inorder to
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procure a multiplier effect.
I. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES:
The project HD. will assist the participating 
Countries to meet National and Regional demands for 
fisheries products for both local consumption and export, 
and to work toward improving the socio-economic conditions 
of the small scale fisher men and their families, the 
project will also identify possibilities of Regional 
cooperation among the participating Countries including 
joint training and fishery activities of fisher men from 
the participating Countries.
II. THE HEADQUARTER OF THE PROJECT;
The project was selected to be in Mogadishu-Somalia 
and since 1987 up to the present was conducting the 
implementation and the managaement of this project from 
Mogadishu .Aat the head quarters"Mogadishu" the first 
tripartite meeting was held in the early February 1988 as 
the progress of the project was reviewed.
<
2.4.3. PROJECT SITE IN SOMALIA
After extensive visits, to numerous villages and 
communities (from Adale to Ras-Kiamboni) as well as 
discussion with the concerned parties such as Fisheries 
Departments, Fishermen, Organizations, to identify the 
needs and priorities of the concerned communities, to 
measure their interest, it was decided that the best site 
to develop at this stage to Merca as prototype.
1. Establishment of Marine Engineering and net mending 
workshop in Merca.
2. Conversion of 8,5m boat(provided by the Ministry of 
fisheries) into a fishing boat and its use for 
demonstration and extension.
3. Data collection for statistical use.
4. Photographies of fish for identification and record.
5. Two canoes(one GRP. and one wooden) for testing the 
outboard-engines, /
6. Provision of 16 outboard-engines and nets to the 
fishing communities.
2.4.4. FISHERIES RE-ORIENTATION PROJECT
The Fisheries Re-orientation programe was launched 
after the Government decided to re-orient groups of 
people consisting of extra Government personnel, retired 
army force and civil servants,Maritime schools graduate
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and general public who opted -for engagement in the 
■fishing activities.
The main objective of the project is to promote 
production , create jobs, obtain self-sufficiency in food, 
flourish coastal communities and upgrade basic skills of 
fishing communities.
The re-orientation project consists of several 
phases: The first phase covered about three years from 
1985-87. in which 359 persons were re+oriented and given 
116 mechanized boats.
In this period tremendous success was achieved.
The second phase of the project is planned to 
continue for 3 years from 1988-1990.In this period a total 
number of 900 persons will be re-oriented (300 persons per 
year ) supplying them with 330 mechanized boasts (110 per 
year). In this second phase we have to make use of the 
much experience gained' in the fist phase
2.4.5. CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN THE PROJECT
------------ ------------ ----------------------------------
The Central Government provides funds which are 
administered by the Somali Development Bank. The total 
expenditure for the training in fishing gear, and boats in 
the year 1987 was nearly 18,746,995 Somali Shin, 
correspond!ng to 2,698,000 per boat. This capital in the 
form of loan with an interest 57. with 2 years grace 
period.
The loan would continue fora a period of 10 years
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Inland Catch Range and Potential Yield
IN FHESH WATER OF SOMALIA
Waterbody
Production
Lengh
(Km)
Width
(m)
Area Estimate 
(Km) (Tons)
Jubba 800 122.5 98,000 2133
Shabelle 1100 82 90,200 4033
Jawhar (reservoir) — — 108 6323
Desheeg Wamo • 76 415
Reservoir
Radile MM
Shonto
Sakow Desheeg • ■
<—
Birinbiriso “ MM
Regate '
Harena
Farmado '
Farkulow —
' Shabelle Desheeg ' ' “
Total potential Annual Yield 12,904
3. Re-inforced the existing sites like Jowhar reservoir, 
B/ukash, Sablale and K/Warey which increased their
catch as follows: '
1985 Hawadley .................................
1985 Sablale r....................................
1985 K/Warey Harbow-Herow .......
............. 20 Tons
............. 46 Tons
............. 14 Tons
79 Tons
1986 Hawadley .................................
1986 Sablale ......................................
1986 K/Warey Harbow-Herow ....... ...........21.7 Tons
* 123.2 Tons
1988 Hawadley .................................
1988 Sablale ......................................
1988 K/Warey Harbow-Herow ........
......... 59.2 Tons
154.6 Tons
Fresh water of Somalia can be divided into two parts:
1. Moving Water or Rivers
2. Stagnant water, like Swamps, Marshes and Reservoirs. 
All of them have 4 uses In Somalla:-
7“ Animal watering.
— Agriculture.
Fishing.
— Human use.
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in which the interest is only payable a-Fter the two years, 
starting -from the third year up to the tenth.
This re-oriented -fishermen, being the third lot, will 
be given around 65 mechanized boats right a-fter training 
in the training centers, the project usually utilizes 
varidus equipment such as boats, gear, etc. to give an 
introduction to -fishing techniques to the new -fishermen. 
Training costs is around B.6% o-f the general cost o-f boat.
2.4.6. FRESH WATER FISHERIES IN SOMALIA
I. Introduction:
Somalia is endowed with two rivers, several 
artificial reservoirs, swamps,(deshegs) and Dams. All of 
which are rich in fish and has never been fully studied or 
exploited Both rivers originated from Ethiopia highlands 
towards South easterly direction across Somalia to the 
Indian Ocean. Jubba river enter the Indian Ocean at 
Gobweyn, estuary near Kisi mayo. Shabelle river does not 
reach to the Indian Ocean but it ends in Hawai near Jilib.
FISHING ACTIVITIES IN SOMALI RIVERS;
JUBBA RIVER;A Survey on Jubba river showed very little 
exploitation on the river itself but higher level of 
fishing activities in the adjacent swamps, this happens in 
most African flood plains fisheries due to thd fact that 
fish disperses in high water period and because the strong 
current of the rivers do not allow the nets to be set.
The Jubba river consists of fishing and none fishing 
zones.The upriver from Sakow is none fishing zone, where
there is very little or no -fishing activity. Sakow down 
ward to the mouth o-f the river is the -fishing zone , 
because there are -fishing activities either on swamps or 
in the river itself specially the low water period season.
Shabelle River: Also Shabelle has fishing and none fishing 
zones. From Jowhar upriver to the border there is little 
or no fishing activities.From down ward the river 
constitutes the best fishing region due to the 
substantial population size and predominant fishing 
activity.
II. RESEARCH: From September 1982-83. the first 
feasibility study was undertaken by the Ministry of 
fisheries and Marine resources together with donor aid 
Agency(World concern) in the vicinity of Lugh in Jubba 
river. The study proved that Somali fresh water fisheries 
can be developed and unexpensive technique area within the 
means of fishermen and farmers and without the 
production of sophisticated techniques. The survey also 
showed that there are 13 different species including 
shrimps. After these,,studies, the Ministry of Fisheries 
and Marine resources of Somalia understood the importance 
of inland fisheries and took the responsibility of 
research and training for the community engaged in this 
activity.
In August 1986 an inland fisheries development and 
extension of project was established with the following 
objectives:
— To make continuous research, through both rivers and 
associated waters;
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- To organise and give training to the riverine 
community;
- To identify the species that are available in 
Somali Fresh water;
- To test and find out the best fishing gear in fresh 
water;
— To initiate aquaculture ;
To create jobs for the riverine community in order 
to upgrade their living standard;
- To introduce fresh water fish to bigger markets;
To increase the national production.
This project successfully achieved its objectives 
with the exception of aquaculture which require 
substantial investment and greater knowledge both of which 
are not available at this time. Within one year the 
project trained more than 500 persons. The project also 
established three fishing centers in the middle of Lower 
Shabelle and created a good marketing outlet in Mogadishu.
This market consumes an amount of 5—8 tons of fish 
per week and has to capacity to increase the consumption 
if more production was available.
The project spouted several good fishing sites, tested 
many fishing gear, identified the most suitable gear in 
both rivers and stagnant waters and supplied fishing 
equipment to rural fisheries.
2.4.7. M06ADISHU OLD PORT REHABILITATION PROJECT-
The project will be financed by EEC. in accordance 
with third Lome Convention, the main objectives of the 
project is to make the Mogadishu old port a fishing
harbor which could provide adequate and various services 
•for both artisanal and deepsea fleet. Besides the fishing 
harbor the project will provide the following facilities:
1. Cold storage and chill—room;
2. Ice making plant and ice storage;
3. Auction hall;
4. Bunker full facilities;
5. Slipway for medium sized vessels;
6. Workshop and spare part store;
7. Medium sized vessel of 13-16m for fish procurement; 
Equipment and stores;
S. Water supply;
9. Power generation;
10 Sewage facilities;
11. Net mending shed;
I. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT:
i. To increase fish production;
ii. To increase fish export via Mogadishu Fisheries
Harbour; .*■
iii. To provide good quality and sufficient fish for 
growing population of Mogadishu;
iv. To increase income of fishermen’s families in this 
region and the surrounding fishing villages;
II. PROJECT INVESTMENT:
EEC. will invest for the project for about 13.5 min. 
USD.
III. CURRENT STAGE OF THE PROJECT;
The preparation of the feasibility study, tender
document and design study was contracted to "Port 
consultant" a Danish Consultant Company. In October 1988 
the consultant submitted by the provisional report of the 
study which was approved by the Ministry o-f Fisheries . 
According to the plan the final report was submitted in 
February 1989. The project tender will be promugated and 
the civil construction is expected to start in 1992.
2.4.8. MDGADISHU-MERCA INSHORE FISHERIES PROJECT
This project will be implemented in Mogadishu. Merca 
Gezira, and Warsheekh and is financed by EEC. <according 
to Lome II Convention) and the Government of of Somalia.
PROJECT PURPOSE: The purpose of this project is as 
fallows:
i . To provide sufficient fish for the population of 
of Mogadishu and Lower Shabelle Region .
ii. To increase the income of fishermen's families in the 
area;
iii. To provide basic services for fisheries cooperative 
such as market, workshop, fuel, ice as well as revolving 
fund for buying boats and fishing equipment.
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^ m uJ m THE OFFSHORE SECTOR
2.5.1. THE OFFSHORE FISHING PROJECT:
In 1974 the Somali Government entered into a joint 
venture operation with the Soviet Union . The Company 
known as "Somali Fish" operated a -fleet o-f ten -freezer 
trawlers. In just under -four years operation the -fleet 
caught 9760 tons of fish and 3730 tons of lobster. These 
catches represented daily catch rates per'vessel of only
1.0 ton of fish and 0.39 ton of lobster, a figure which i 
well below the catch rates that are deemed economic.
As a result of this low catch the company operated with 
heavy losses. Finally the rebutter of economic relations 
between the two countries in 1978 led to withdrawal 
of Soviet trawlers, and this left the company without the 
means to continue its activities.
Somalia made several Attempts to enter into partnerships 
with foreign interest, and finally decided to establish 
its own deep sea national fleet.
One unfortunate aspect of cooperation with the Soviet 
Union was that Somalia received no reliable or accurate 
information or data, on the catches, methods used, areas 
covered, markets sold to, or purchase prices realized it 
is however, assumed that the product was exported to USSR 
and Somalia has to accept any data given without being 
able to double check it.
In fulfillment of its decision to establish its own deep 
sea national fleet, the Somali Government acquired 9.23m 
multi-purpose vessels from Yugoslavia at the end of 1979 
at the cost of US.8600,000 each. The Yuguslavian crew 
admitted they could not operate the vessels in Somali
waters and these vessels have not been used -for -Fishing 
since. A Greek company chartered a -few but were unable to 
operate them commercially.
This -failure is attributed to the inappropriateness of 
these boats to the Somali ocean conditions. In particular 
the wind velocity in Somalia seems to have rendered these 
boats unserviceable in all but five of the twenty seven 
areas.Five of these boats have been under charter to a 
Saudi Arabian company since 1982 at USD. 35,000 each per 
annum. Two have been transferred to SMP. and NEC fish as 
support vessels. In the same year Somalia purchased two 
twenty eight meters shrimp trawlers of Australian origin 
from Singapore for USD. One million each. Like the 
Yugoslavian boats these trawlers became unoperational soon 
after their introduction. The reason for the non- 
operationality of these shrimp trawlers is again a matter 
of poor choice and a failure to ascertain their 
appropriateness to conditions in Somali waters. The 
trawlers were designed for a shallow water trawling and 
the Somali conditional shelf is realtively narrow and 
rarely exceeds 6-15kms. in width in most areas. The shrimp 
ground in the southern part of Somalia are rocky, uneven 
and very steep and dominated by coral reefs, thus 
rendering trawling impossible.
To avoid unnecessary and wasteful treasury expenditure, a 
decision has to be taken for their immediate disposal or 
their rehabilitation for productive operation.
In line with above mentioned policy and utilizing a credit 
of USD. 21.5million extended by the Italian Government, 
Somali fish acquired another three 67 meter freezer stern 
trawlers repayment over seven years, rigrace period and 87. 
interest per annum.
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OF TRAWLERS AND FISHING VESSELS
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...
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1
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The first arrived in Somalia in August 1961 and the last 
in mid 1982. These trawlers are the subject of joint 
venture management company named Somal/Italian fishing 
company (Somfish) in which Somalia contributed 65% and 
Italy 35% to its capital of USD. one million.
These ships have remained idle, unoperational and are 
docked in Mogadishu. Again these trawlers were a poor 
choice and were unsuited to the sea conditions in Somalia. 
The major problems affecting these trawslers were:
High consumption of gas oil which is an expensive fuel, 
the high engine consumption of fuel, the relatively long 
time involved in the ships plying between the part and the 
fishing grounds and because of the*low fuel capacity, the 
loss of fishing time. In short the operation of these 
boats was not economic. There was a suggestion for 
refitting of engine and its conversion to the use of a 
cheaper type of fuel.
The condition of these trawlers has rapidly deteriorated 
while docked in port, and apart from the necessary refit, 
require dry dockwork to put them in an operational state. 
Two considerations are of extreme urgency, namely:
A) Disposal of these trawlers or their rehabilitation;
B> The clarification of the joint venture situation and 
the dear assignment of the relatively obligations of 
the two parties.
2.5,1 FOREIGN FISHING IN SOMALI WATERS
Deep sea fishing or commercial fishing is at present
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carried out by licensed foreign vessels. The license or 
permit is granted to them against the payment of royalty 
of about 20% of the value of the catch. On limited 
occasions royalty has been taken in kind.
The licensing system has several obvious disadvantages for 
Somalia.
i> The operation has no development impact on the 
selector, no land facilities are affected and the royalty 
payment may not represent an equitable return.
2) There is no control over the size of the catches made 
by type or methods of fishing.
The above mentioned problems coupled with the ever 
present danger of over-fishing or the indiscriminate use 
of damaging fishing methods, makes this system inherently 
undesirable. As a result the system of licensing has been 
discontinued by the Ministry , and a Joint venture 
arrangement presents some problems of its own:
1) If large modern vessels with sophisticated and complex 
technology are to be tised, the capital investment is large 
and to an extent can not be matched by the Somali party.
2) The actual capital investment as well as the 
operational expenses may be exaggerated to make the 
return appear less, and the Somali party may not always, 
and particularly in the initial years, have the knowledge 
or experience to challenge such costs.
Joint venture agreements must cover at least the 
following: 1) The establishment of managing office or head 
quarters of the Joint venture company in Somalia, to be 
managed by aboard of directors representing the parties.
2) The management of the affairs of the company including 
marketing from the office in Somalia.
3> The registration of the fishing vessels under Somali
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cpppTFICATIONS of EXISTING KAIIONAL .FLEET
CH^^CTSKISTICS
SOMILFISH
STERN
FREEZE
TRAWLER C3)
SHRLMP
TRAWLERS
(2)
YUGOS BOTS 
(9)
L 0 A . 66.77ia . 28m 23.19a
Srcacth 11.02a 7m 6m
Draft 3.05m •3m 3m
GKI 934.91 Ton . 199.57 Ton 150 Ton
rncz 320.59 Ton 62.19 Ton
Holcir.g Capacity . 300 Ton. 80 Ton
Freezicg Capacity 25.3 Ton/day 2 Ton/Day
Fueloil Capacity 315. Ton 110 Ton
Frcshvater Capcity 32 Ton 20 Ton 24 Ton
30p0K?/750rpa 725K? 365 KP
Auxiliary Eng. 800H?/rpm
Auxiliary Eng. 240kwa
Sr 2cd 16 Knots 12 Knots
Autonomy of Fish 15 Days • 12 Days
Crew
1
44 Persons 8 Persons
/: '
JU^KEX XIV
flag. In the case of chartered vessels, the charter 
agreement and all other relevant conditions be supplied to 
the Ministry of fisheries.
4) All fishing vessels will be required to call at Somali 
port for inspection and recording of catches there in .
At present Somali ports do not have all the 
necessary facilities and services to attract routine 
shipping calls, it is therefore recommended that the 
necessary public investment be undertaken so as to provide 
the minimum facilities and services required.
CHAPTER THREE
FISHING TECHNOLOGY
FISHING BOAT
--------------------------- /-
3.1 Outline of fishing boat:
Int roduc tion:
There are so many kinds of fishing boats, i,e. from 
big fishing boats as the mother boat of whale fishery to 
very small boats such as coastal non-engine boat which is 
carried out one fisherman. So many kinds and numbers of 
fishing boats could be found in the world.
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At any rate even a small fishing boat, the boat is used 
for particular use of fishing, so the capacity of the boat 
depends upon the kinds and scale of fisheries 
itself.Sometimes, the scale of fishing and the fishing 
plan are regulated by the capacity of boats but in both 
cases the boat itself is the means of production, 
therefore it can be said that the fishing boat is parts 
of the fishing gear in a board sense.
The person in charge of planning and designing of building 
the fishing boat should make an effort to fit the 
technical requirement on the side of fishing and produced 
its plan with the adjustment of techniques, capital and 
legislation. But ordinarily almost such requirements are 
inclined to the fishery management and space of 
accommodation of the members aboard, etc., and on the 
contrary the enforcement of enterprising, techniques and 
legislation are less which bring some trouble to the 
designer of constructing fishing boat.But the arrangement 
of these informative elements is the key point of fishery 
management for the future application, the careful 
consideration on this is indispensable.
It needs to be emphasized that the fishing boat is one of 
the means of fulfilling the fishing itself, the boat 
should be selected and constructed suited to the fishing 
objectives.
Unnecessary luxury articles and unuseful instrumentations 
should be excluded from the view point of essential 
objectives of fishing itself.
Recently the technical developement of modernized fishing 
boat have progressed remarkably not only in the hull
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construction and engine but also in the way of 
proservation of catches , facilaties, comminunication 
means, navigation instruments, fishing apparatus, etc., 
consequently, shipbuilders are quite natural being asked 
to have full knowledge and experience in all parts of 
fishing boat when new boat are planned to be built.
In many sea places in the world where various kinds of 
fisheries are conducted, anticipated development of 
fisheries in future are very difficult, even though the 
fishing boat are indispensable where the fisheries exist 
so that technical development of fishing boat are very 
essential matter for the fisheries expansion.
Actually, the fishing boat is the most valuable thing 
among fishing gear so that vigorous attempt for the 
improvement and investigation of boat efficiency is very 
important matter for fisheries management as well as 
shipbuiIder.
3.2. KINDS OF FISHING BOAT:
General requirement
The general requirement of fishing boats to operate 
fisheries are as follows:
1) Stoutness of hull structure:
In view of performance of a fishing boat which is 
required not only to navigate on water, but also to make 
fishing operation in the fishing ground and to carry its 
catch back to home port, the stoutness of hull structure 
must be stressed more than anything else so that the boat 
may carry its operation and carry its catch back home in 
their best condition;
2) Successful operation of fisheries:
The fishing boat must take in various types of 
fishing gear and other necessary materials, sail to its
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fishing ground in safety, than harvest fish school by 
effictive used of the fishing gear,. So as to fulfill the 
fishing objectives mentioned above,the fishing boat should 
be well facilited in various points such as fishing 
machines, navigational instruments, radio appratus, 
freezing machine etc.;
3) High stability:
Since the fishing boat must often operate fisheries 
even in stormy wheather and handle fishing gear and 
catches broadside, its stability is required to be hifgh 
in value. 4) Complete facilities for storing:
Inorder to carry back the fish catches to its homne 
port in their best condition, the fishing boat must be 
equipped with best storing facilities, such as ice making, 
refrigerating and cold storing facilities, especially in 
case of large type of fishing boata setting out on ocean 
fiSheriese;
5) Types:
There are the following typoes of employments on the 
opleration of fishing boats:
Drift net fishing, stick-held dip net fishing, harpoon 
fishing, trolling fishing, Danish seine trawling and other 
drag net fishing, lift net fishing purse seine fishing, 
driving-in net fishing, trap fishing, diving machine 
fishing, floating drag-net fishing, skipjack pole and line 
fishing',cod line fishing, tuna long line fishing, salmon 
and crab gill net fishing, tuna gil-net fishing, etc..
In regard to big boat used for large scale type 
fisheries are: Otter trawling fisheries, factory ship 
whaling, transportation of fish catches and their products 
from fishing grounds, experiment, research, guidance, 
training or imspection relating to fisheries.
3.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF FISHINS BOAT
C;
C
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The necessary qualification of fishing boat are 
almost similar with ordinazry passenger boat or carago 
boat in general. More over, the fishing boat should have 
particulalr functions different from ordinary boats such 
as fishing operative works, preservation works for the 
catch etc.. Accordingly, fishing boat has the following 
characteristies: speed, steering, durability, navigation 
range, construction, propel engine, preservation facility, 
fishing machinery, fishing facilities etc.,
i> speed: The fishing boat is required to have high 
speed so as to search and trace the fish school, and to 
carry the catch keeping fresh within possible short time. 
About 300 tonnage tuna long liner is 122 miles per hour 
and 100 tonnage trawler is 11 miles per hour in speed.
It should be careful that some times the fishing boats are 
not so efficient when fishing beevouse of having too much 
high power for their^exaggerated requirement.
On the contrary fishing bioat sometimes requires dead 
slow speed in the fishing operation such as the tuna long 
line and this is also one of the characteristics of 
fishing boat.
ii) Manoeuvring and engine:
The fishing boat is requird to have good manoeuvritig 
specially under such ioperatuions as tracing and detecting 
fish school, operation of fishing gear, etc. For the 
fulfilness of fishing opleration the rudder should work 
efficiently, turning circle should be small, the 
opleration of start, stop, ahead, and astern in propel 
engine should' be simple, swift and sure, the rotation of
engine should be smooth even in mind-speed, low-speed or 
slow-speed.
For instance, bonito -fishing boat always has to move 
with the same speed o-f bonito school when angling. It 
should be smoothly conducted in the opleration o-f engine 
speed variation when the tuna long line o-f about 15 Kms. 
is taken up -from the sea continously with the slow speed 
ahead. Otherwise the -fishing e-f-ficiency might be 
in-fleunced very much. For the sake o-f this, recently, some 
of bigh fishing boat has variable pitch propeller, 
iii) Resistance:
The fishing boat is specially requested to have to 
have full resistancve aginst strong forces of wind, wave, 
etc., for this purpose, fishing boat should be constructed 
in good stabvility, full buoyancy and less rolling and 
pitching. iv) Nvigational distance:
The distance only depends upon environmental 
condition of fishewry as the movement of fish school, 
fishing ground and so on. So it needs long distance, tuna 
ling line fishing boat, for instance has remarkable long 
line distance navigation from Pacific to Atlantaic via 
Indian oncean without^ any stopping.
v) Construction:
Construction of boat should be strong becouse the 
fishing boat occassional1y encounter sever sea condition, 
and endure the vibration caused by engine operation.
vi) Propulsion of engine:
The engine is preferably small in size although it is 
requested powerful enough. Usually iesel engine is 
adopted fora fishing boat becouse it could be rather small 
in size as compare with steam engine. Both high speed 
and low speed engine are applicable for fishing boat.
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The steam engine could stand -for severe running and long 
durability but rather big in size. On the contraryhigh 
speed engine such as automabile engine has recently been 
used with the be-fits o-f of simplicity o-f handling, 
vll) Preservation and processing -facility;
Fishing boat ordinary has to carry the catch to 
■fishing port. Inorder to keep the fish fresh, ice keeping 
room, cold room and frezing raoom are necessary toi be 
isolated from outside. The processing machines, canning, 
fish meal plant are also equipped when they are necessary. 
These are also the charecter i sti cs .of fishing boat, 
viii) Fishing machines:
Fishing boat naturally should be equipped with 
fishing apparatus as angline machine, line hauler, net 
hauler, trawl winch, purse winch, power block etc.. There 
are so many varieties according to the kinds of various 
fishings.
3.4 OUTLINE OF FISHING GEAR AND METHOD
3.4.1 Trawling or Dragging gear:
Dredges are generally used in shallow water by small 
vessels, although a deep sea dredge is operated by 
research vessels at deepthsa of up to 1000 meters. The 
simple dredges in sewa fisheries are .hand operated. Fitted 
with a stick up to five meters long, they resemble rakes 
combined with a bag for collecting the catch- usually 
mollusks or crustaceans. Heaver dredges with a triangle 
or quadrangluara iron frame maybe towed along the sea 
floor by small vessel or pulled some ditance from the
shore or from an anchored vessel and then towed back with 
a winch. For digging out molusks, some o-f dredges have 
iron teeth on the lower edge of the frame, they may also 
have a prewssuren plate on the upper part and chain on the 
lower part, depending on the catach sought. The baga of 
the drege is made of wire rings that have good resistance 
to friction and of hard netting. Usually more than one 
drege is operated by a vessel, and they are towed with the 
help of outriggers. The great disadvantage of dredging of 
dredging is that much of the catch is damaged, wasting of 
effort and needlessly killing of fish.
Trawling in sea fishery can be done by small vessels. More 
important, however, are fleets of high mechanized trawlers 
whose gross registered tonnage may reach 5000 and:-: whose 
horsepower approaches 6000, the trawl is a towed net bag 
with a wide opening at the mouth and closed end. The mesh 
size of the opening is normally 80 to 240 mm. the cod end 
can have meshes of 15mm. accvording to the species of fish 
or shrimp sought. The trawl is designed in a smooth 
funnel-like shape to guide the fish inbto the cod end. To 
keep the mouth of the trawl open a large horizental beam 
may be used. Upto 12:^. the beam is based on two guides 
that glide over the bottom. This beam traawl catches flat 
fish using heavy chain, called tickler chains, whcih are 
dragged along the sea floor in front of the net opening 
between the two gliders to frighten the fish from the 
bottom into the trawl. Though beam trawls were the 
original gear of steam trawlers, today tahey are used by 
smaller vessels only. Beam trawls are usually towed in 
pairas, one on each side of the vessel , such an 
arrangement can condierably decrease the stability of the 
vessel and is dangerous in craft specially designed for 
the purpose. Anopther methodinvolves two vessels 
stretching the horizental opening of a trawl between them.
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two vessels have more plower to tow a bigger trawl at a 
greater speed. It is called bull trawling. The kippers o-f 
the two vessels must cooperate very closely. The most 
recent and presently the most important method tor 
spreading a trawl opening employs two large boards or 
metal plates(otter boards)rectangular or oval in shape, 
which are attached to each side ot the net and makes the 
net spread horisentally between the tips ot two wings.
This is called otter trawl.
Mid water trawling involves dragging the trawl with one or 
two vessels in the area between the ocean bottom and its 
surtace to catch pelagaic tish. Depth ot trawl is 
regulated by the length ot the towing warps and speed ot 
tahe towing vessel, with longer waraps and lower speed, 
the trawl sinks; it rises with shorter warps and higher 
speed. The tishewrman attemplts to trawl at the depth were 
tish are observed. Simipelagic trawl is that in this 
technique the otter boards remaibnin touch withthe bottom 
but the trawl tloats at some distance above
it.Semipelagaic trawls were constructed becouse tish otten 
are concntrated at a shorat distance trom the bottom 
outside the range ot ^'the usual bottom trawl with a low 
vertical opening. To overcome this ditticulty, a higher 
opening ot the trawl is needed. Though the opening ot a 
bottom trawl can be streched vertically by various means, 
such steaching decreases the horisental widith ot opening. 
Some modern bottom trawls specially constructred with tour 
or six seams ot net designings have a high vertical and 
horizental opening, and they are considered the best 
available gear tor botton trawling.
3.4.2 Seine nets:
Mentioned above as important large scale gear in 
tresh water tisheries, seine nets are similarly employed
in beach seining, where fish schools are near to beach. 
Large beach seining oplerations for sardine-like fish and 
other species are carried on in the Indian ocean. The 
importance of this method has decreased as pollution has 
cut the available stocks of fish in this region and as 
manpower costs have risen: not all fishing methods lend 
themselves to machanization. More successful are boat 
seines or Danish seines. The gear consists of a typical 
seine net with a large bag and long wings connected with 
loing towing ropes . The rops act both to keep the net 
open and to herd the fish toward the net bag. One of the 
ropes (about 2000 meters long) is tied to an anchored buoy 
the other rope is tied to the vessel, which strams in a 
wide circle, returning to the buoyt and capturing fish in 
the winbgs and bag of the net . Next the vessel tows the 
ropes and net and hauls both ropes together until the net 
bag is taken on board. Special winches and coilers for the 
long ropes are situated in fore-and aft position on the 
deck. These coilers, together with large quantities of 
coiled rope, are used for Danish seining. This method is 
used in Northern Europe for flat fish and cod, and in 
Japan , has become an important method of*inshore fishery 
for bottom fish.
3.4.3 Surrounding net:
The most important sea-fishing gear is the 
surrounding net, represented by older lampara nets and 
more m odern purse seines. Both arfe typical gear for 
pelagic fish schooling in large and dense shools. When 
these nets are used, a school of fish is first surrounded 
with a curtain or wall of netting that is buoyed at the 
surface and weighted at the bottom . The lampara net has
a large central bunt, or bagging portion, and short wings; 
the school o-f -fish is worked in to the bunt and captured . 
With the purse seine, once the school is surrounded, the 
bottom D-f the net is closed by drawings linethough purse 
rings attached to the line; the -first are then 
concentrated and removed by a dip net or are pumped aboard 
the -fishing vessel.
.4.4 Gill nets:
Quite important ion commercial sea -fisheries, gill 
nets are sometimes operated in large sets thausands o-f 
meters long. These generally dri-ft with the vessel or are 
set as anchored nets in long rows at or near the bottom o-f 
the sea. Bill nets are used -for many pelagic -fishes, such 
as herring, salmon, sardines and related species, 
mekerels, sharks, and tuna. They also are used -for many 
bottom fishes- cod, alaska pi lack abnd others.
3.4.5. Drift net:
These are widely' used to catch pelagic sea fishes. 
Northern Europe, beforre the introduction of trawling, 
drift nets were the most important methd of deep sea 
fishery: In the old herring fishery of Northwestern
Europe, drifters commonly set more than 100 nets, each 
about 30 meters in length. Thus a fleet4 of drift nets 
might measure three or even four kilometers. The nets are 
set late afternoon to catch the herring as they ascend in 
the evening from ocean bottom to higher water lavels. 
During the night the vessel drifts with the nets like 
abuoy.Hauling done by handor with mechanical aids, begins 
at mid night and when big catches are taken, can continue 
until late morning. The fish are shaken out of the meshes
by hand or with shaking machines.
3.4.6 Pole and line;
Line -fishing at sea is very popnear, not only in 
traditional fisheries with small boats employing a limited 
number of hooks but also in industrial oplorations with 
large vessels or fleets using thousands of hooks.
Some large scale modern enterprises also fish with hooks 
and lines, sometimes in far distant waters, as for tuna 
and halibut. Pole and line methods are used in tropical 
Psific and Atlantic warters to catach yung bluefin and 
yellowfin tuna and smaller tuna species such as albacora, 
skipjack, bonito and little tunny.
Depending on the size of the vessel, the crew may number 
30 or more.A laarge crew is needed, since fishing time may 
be limited and maximum possible number of rods must be 
worked. Pole and line fishing for tuna is done' in day time 
from slow moving vessels.
3.4.7 Drifting longline:
Used for tuna especially in Japan, Taiwan, and Korea, 
and to a limited exteht in South Africa, drifting 
longlines arae particularly successful iun the tropical 
Pasific for buig fish in depths from 60 to 250 meters . 
More than half the fish cought in this manner aare 
yellowfin tuna, one third are albvacores, and the remender 
bigeye and bluefin tuna, shark, etc., also cought with 
drifting longlines, are some times included in the tuna 
statistics, shark can cause serious loses by damaging 
hooked tuna. Originally long line for tuna was a Japanese 
inshorae fishery.
The gear is a line composed of about 300 sections, 
each sewction with a length of 150 to 400 meters stored in 
a basket. The total line can have a stretched length of
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Lipto 120 kms. . Each section is composed of subsections of 
different lengths. The branch lines with the hooks are 
composed of three sections that vary in number and 
length. About 3 to 5 branch lines with hooks from one 
section- 1500 hooks are considered the greatest number 
that can be operated in one set by a vessel.
Thje shooting of the line from the stern of the vessel 
begins early in the morning before sunrise, when the 
vessel moving at the speed about 5 knots or more. During 
shooting the lines have been tied together and the hooks 
are mainly baited with squid. Each section is tied with a 
float line and a buoy . Depth of the gear can be regulated 
by the length of the float lines and the distance of the 
f1 oat.
3.5. CLASSIFICATION OF FISHING GEAR
I) Trawl net; A conoical shaped net pulled by one or 
two boats for a certain pleriod of time mainly to catch 
fish which live right*''on the bottom, or which stay near 
the bottom.
- Bottom trawl net;
— Beam trawl net: (beam trawl, dredge and coral net);
- Otter trawl net:(side trawl, stern trawl, and 
multi-net trawl);
— Mid water trawl net:( mid water otter trawl, mid 
water two boat trawl, sailing drag seine .
II) Gill net(shabaag)
- fixed surface gill net: e.g. sardine gill net- 
one or both ends of a net are fixed by anchor, so as to 
settle the net used in shallow inlets or narrow water ways 
where the migrating of fish is very often;
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Estimates of trawl able demersal fish densities and apparent potential for principal fishinq 
grounds, based on the reported catches of the Thetis, (from Qrl'anamdiakis, l97ul
Fishing Grounds
Apr ox 
area 
(km )
Dates 
fi shed
Mean 
catch/ 
haul (mt)
\
Estd
Fish
density
Apparent
Biomass (mt)
Apparent Potential 
yield for ground 
(Y=0.25 X Biomass)*
Adonis 92 203 50
■
Ajax 316. October 1.40 2.25 711 IBO
[ :
Alcibiades 700 1,575 395 .
■i
Antonius 148 not fished (1.40) (2.25) (333) (85)
Caesar 201 April/Hay 3.77 6.07 1,706 425
'* * Sept
3.43 5.52 1,551 390
7';
r Cornelius 1,810 Oct/Dec 0.06 1.38 2,498 625
Votilias 577 May/June 2.77 4.46 2,573 645
Oct/Dec 4.26 S.86 3,958 990
iji
Serrantis 52 Oct/Dec 3.00 4.83 251 65
M
Michael 321 1,550 390
Minos 257 not fished (4.31) (6.94) 1,704 445
1 Krystal! ides 982 Oct/Dec 4.31 6.94 6,815 1,705
Totals
\
5,536 N.A. N.A. (11,245-12,785) 4,975-5,355
* rounded figures
— Drift surface gill net; e.g. salmon gill net—
Net is drifted by the current.' Used in the open off-shore 
waters: Fish is cought therin either enmesehed or 
entangled therin.
— Mid water gill net; Main nets are susbended in mid 
water layers by float ropes;
— Encircled gill net; Surrounding net and gilling 
nets are used. Once the former one surrounds the fish 
school, then the later one is set inside the circle, e.g. 
young yellow tail encircling gill net.
III) hook and line fishing gear:
- angling gear
- pole and line
- hand line
- trtolling lines (barabareyn);
!|c longlines
* drift line ; floating longline , bottom longline, 
vertical longline.
IV) Miscellaneous fishing gear;
- curved hooks, harpoon and spear, spatulas and 
rfakes, shelters, baskets, traps, fish fences, etc..
3.6 FISHING GROUND
3.6.1. Character!sties of fishing ground:
The necessary conditions for forming the fishing 
grounds are as follws;
1) The ground should have condition that the fish 
easily come together in groups and is a good place for 
their habi.tation; The density of fish distribution changes 
according to the seasons, specially in pelagaic fishes,
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the proper place for fish habitation, therefore, will be 
naturally understood as the place of fishing. The 
necessary condition for the fishing ground should be 
satisfied with suitable environment for fish living and 
habitation, and also be abundant in bait and food for 
fishes. But the fish can select freely their dwelling 
place places by their own will in accordance with the 
conditions of circumstances from time to time and from 
place to place. Therefore, if they stay for rather longer 
times in a certrain place, this place will become a 
fishing ground of the fish;
2) The ground should be the place where it is easy to 
handle the fishing gear for the fishermen:
Generally speaking the coastal waters reachily become 
a fishing ground due to the abundance of food for fish.
But some times these water are difficult for operating 
Qsars, especially net gears becouse of the existence of 
rocks, shools and reefs altahough it is very convenient to 
be near the base port. Sometimes these places have very 
swift currents and big tidal difference.. In such places
the fishermen should pay attention to proper operation of
/•fishing gear. Sometimes they use trap net, gill nets and 
angling gear instead of net gears such as trawl nets and 
purse sein.
On the contrary , offshore fishing grounds have no 
such condition, but suffers from bad weather and high 
waves. The fishermen also should conquer these poor 
conditions with effective suse of fishing gears;
3) The ground should be a place economically located:
It is natural that the management will stand or fall 
on the balance between the omount of investment and of 
income. The articles included in the investment are mainly 
divided into two parts, namely fixed capital such as
■fishing gears and -fishing boa,, and running costs such as 
salaries and consumption o-f -fuels and provisions.The 
fisher-/ management should make profits in operation. If, 
the fishing is actually very hopeful, the effort exerted 
may well justify going to more distant places. The 
fishemen in such case can get profits in the fishing 
management.
The fishing ground is also controlled by the market 
demands for fish.
3.7 FISH BEHAVIOUR RELATING TO FISHING GROUND,
AND KINDS OF FISHING GROUNDS
3.7.1 Fish behaviour and the conditions of fishing 
ground:
It cannnot be said that fish live every where in the 
sea. According to their species, fish are distributed 
horizontally or vertically in certain limited areas.The 
fishing ground is also different according the latitude 
and longitude as well as the depth of water where fish 
occur. The main reasons whty a certay species of fish 
gather in a certain area are thought to be as follows:
1) Fish select such life-environment as fitted for their 
species;
2) They hunt for abundant surouce of food;
3) They seek food such places as suitable for their 
spowing and propogation.
During their migirations and in their food seeking 
and spowing grounds, the fish gather together in dense 
groups. Such places crowded with fish naturally make also 
constitute good fishing rounds for fishermen.
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7.2 Kinds of fishing ground:
The classification of fishing grounds is often made 
as follows according to such items: as the species of fish 
to be taken, the types of fishing gear to be used, the 
water areas where fisheries are operated and the sea areas 
where fisheries operated.
1) species of fish: tuna and skipjak; fishing ground 
salmon fishing ground etc.
2) Types of fishing gear: trawl fishing ground, longline 
fishing ground, fixed net fishing ground, etc.
3) Water areas: Deep sea ora pelagic fishing ground, 
inshore fishing groun, coastal fishing ground etc. But 
fishing grtounds are gelrally calassified in to the 
following tow main types; Coastal and offshore fishing 
grounds. Normally, coastlines have very many good fishing 
grounds.The fisheries production from these grounds is 
streadily increasing'year by year.
3.8 * FISH PRODUCTION
3.8.1 Historical trends ;
Though some nations kept production statistics on 
major fish products, for example whale oil, it was not 
until the FAO. began to compile worldwide fish catch and 
trade statistics in 1948 that real "trends" in fish 
plroduction could be ascertained. In the following two 
decades, from 1950 to 1970 world fish catch increased 
from 20 to 65 million tons(Robinson, M.A. 1984).
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The annual world marine catch now averages over 70 million 
tonsdMS news letter, 1985). But world -fish statistics 
must be examined closely and various -factors under stood 
be-fore a "true picture of the resource and trends can be 
seen".
The -first -factor to bear in mind is that the 
remarkable increase in world catches -from 1950 to 1970 was 
due largely to increased catches of previously 
unexploited or under exploited sticks from distant waters 
•fished by a handful of nations. In the early 1950's.
Japan was the major world fishing nation to meet their 
growing need for fish , they had to expand their fishing 
efforts to more distant waters. But the 1970’s 207. of 
Japan’s catch come from distant waters.
Similarly distant waters fishing helped increase the 
USSR.’s share of the world catch from 87. in 1950 to 177. by 
the 1970 (Robinson, M.A. 1984).
The tremendous expansion of distant waters fishing 
operations was primrily by fleets from developed nations, 
in fact 70% of these fishing fleet were from four nations: 
the USSR.(which had 50% of the world’s totoal tonnage of 
fishing vessel s); Japan (107. of the world fleet); Spain and 
USA. (Mackenizie, W.,1982).
The second factor influencing the growth in world catch in 
the period 1950—1970 was the expansion of the fisheries 
for small pelagic fish, which are used mainly for 
reduction proposes rather than for direct human 
consumption, for example the anchoveta fisheries off the 
coast of Peru and Chile. The collapse of this fishery in 
the early 1970’s is largely responsible for the stagnation 
in total waorld fatches in -the 1970-80 decade.
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3.9 Recent Catch statistics:
the total world catch of fish, crustacean and mulluscs 
was 76,470, 600 metric ton in 1983 (FAO. 1984). 74.3% of
this catch was for direct human consumption. This can be 
further broken down by type of product.
Fresh fish 23.8 %
Frozen fish 22.9%
■ Cured fish 14.6% 
canned fish 13.0%
3.10 PRODUCTION OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES IN SOMALI
COAST 1974-1988.
Year Industrial Crustacean Artisananl Total
1974 1,350 680 3,947 5,977
1975 1,500 950 7,900 10,350
1976 4,400 950 7,040 11,390
1977 3,400 i 1,150 5,278 9,828
1978 235 100 3,584 3.919
1979 3,080 800 4,000 7,880
1980 8,530 1,800 4,000 14,330
1981 4,792 476 4,255 9,523
1982 3,904 436 4,390 8,730
1983 3,356 559 5,280 11,195
1984 11,363 552 7.724 19,630
1985 11,938 462 4,067 16,467
1986 4,800 802 12,653 18,255
1987 10,748 1,016 8,088 19,852
1988 8,212.68 743.32 11,544 20,500
Total= 187,826
CHAPTER FOUR
4. UTILIZATION OF WORLD FISH PRODUCTION
4.1 Nutritional value o-f -fish:
Fish is the stable article o-f -food since, ancient 
time man obtained considerable part o-f his -food -from sea 
and rivers.
Fish is very much rich in proteins and -fats. It has been 
-found after chemical synthesis that man can digest about 
93.2a of protein content of tinned salmon, 93.1% of fresh 
makarel can be used.
Benerally flesh of fish is 60 to 62% of water, 13 to 20% 
of protein and a greater or lesser amount of fat.
The importance of fish as staple article of food:
Example:
Name Water protein fats food value/lb.
herring 72.5 19.5 7.1 660
salmon 61.4 17.5 17.8 1080
cod 82.6 16.5 0.4 * 325
makerel .73.4 18.7 7. 1 645
carp 78.9 15.79 4.77 495
perch 78.8 18.45 1.40 402
trout 80.5 17.76 0.74 365
Vitamins are also found in the flesh of fish. As such
fish is dispensable to an adequate and properly planced 
diets.
4.2 use of world fish product;
In 1977, some 727. of the world catch was used for 
direct human consumption and 28% for animal feed. Fish 
contributes about 6% of the world supply of protein and 
about 187. of animal proteins, which compares with about 
40% for all forms of meat. The average annual individual 
consumption of fish is 13Kq. in live weight equivalent, an 
increase of 2Kg. from early 1960s
4.3 Non-food users:
The living resources from the sea are utilised in 
hundereds of ways in addition to being food fora human 
consumption.
Fish oil now makes up 2.57. of world supplies of 
edible fats and oils, and 13% of inedible fats and 
oi1s(Shoperio, s. 1971)
In the early part of twentieth century the demand for 
fish meal as a protein additive for annual feeds, 
particularly for poultry feeds, increased markedly.
Because vegetable protein lacks the essential amino 
acids, lysine ^nd methionine, the broiler chicken industry 
was built on animal protein, the cheapest form of which 
was an is, fishmeal. <Cushing. D.H. 1977).
Fish meal is an excellent, balanced source of amino 
acids(components of protein), minirals and vitamins.
Fisheries products are used in variety of other ways, 
for example;
- In pet foods;
- n paints, glues and plastics;
- For lubrication oils;
- romine(used in ethyl gasoline);
- Leather from sharks, salmon and alligator skins;
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— jeweller such
as pearls, coral and tortoise shell
— Furs -from marine mammals;
—buttons (i .e. -from mussel shells);
—Ambergri s <f rom whales- -for use in expensive per-fumes) ;
— Pharmaceutical products such as steriods, insuline, 
enzymes and harmones; and fish protein concentrate 
(FPC.),a high protein dried powder derived from fish meal 
used as a food additive.
4.4. FISH HA^4DLING, PROCESSING AND PRESERVATION
Fishermen and others involved in subsequent handling 
and processing of the catch must ensure the product is 
brought to market in a whole some and "appealing form." 
Throughout the history of fishing various techniques have 
been employed to retard or prevent spoilage of the 
catch.Spoi1 age results from a number of factors- some 
external, such as damdge to the fish from the fishing gea 
from handling or from environmental factors such as 
inadequate cold storage, contaminated storage ice, 
diseases and parasites.
Other spoilage results from natural biochemical processes 
which occur in the fish carcass following death.A1though 
the living muscle of the rested fish is slightly alkaline 
after death lactic acid is produced in the tissue and 
this therefore become acid.The highest level of acidity i 
reached in well fed rested fish which other things being 
equal, keep best . The reason for this is not clear, 
although it is suggested that acidity of the muscle acts 
as a check on bacterial spoilage... Enzymes play an 
essential part in normal digestive processes and the gut
o-f a -fish that is -feeding can there-fore be a potential 
source o-f enzymes that can rapidly soften flesh.
The healthy living gut is able to resist digestion, but as 
soon as a fish dies, enzymes involved in the process of 
digestion of the food attack and quickly break down the 
gut and even the belly wall and may begin to migrate .into 
the flesh.
Decomposition begins with characteristic signs, such as:
- Sour or rancid odor(in fatty fish this may occur even 
priors to spoilage of the flesh);
- Change in the clour of the gills to grey or brown;
- Decomposition of the entrails;
- The surface of the fish becomes slimy and shows brown 
or yellow discoloration; and
-the flesh becomes soft and in elastic.
Some of the earliest methods used to prevent this 
deterioration are still in use today.
The three main techniques practiced in early fish catch 
prevention were: drying, salting and smoking.
Salting and drying are in current use on the East 
coast of Somalia for treating all kinds of fish and on the 
North coast for non fatty sea bed fish such as lutjanides, 
lethinidae, and sarranidae. The large fish especially the 
larger sharks are eviscerated, slit dorsally, the flesh 
cut into strips to the skin, then salted. Once salted they 
are placed either on the ground, on wooden salts, on boats 
or a gain in the earth in huts to dry for five to six 
days. They are then stored in the bulk in the huts without 
any particular prevention. If the storage lasts too long 
the fish are again exposed to the for one or two days then 
stored for a further period.
4.5 FISH PRESERVATION METHODS
4.5.1 Preservation by salting;
Influence of size, oil content and salt concentration 
the size and oil content of the fish are the main factors 
governing the technology of salt preservation.
Small fish and thin flat fish may be salted whole.
Larger fish have to be eviscerataed, split, filleted or 
opened before salting other wise the salt does not 
penetrate fast enough to prevent spoilage in the center 
part of thick whole fish with oily fish contact with air 
must be avoided to prevent oxidative rancidity during and 
after salting; fish low is oil do not need such protection 
In the case of long term preservation by salt at 
temperature above ziro the water phase must be nearly 
saturated with salt.
Smaller concentrations suffice for short chill storage 
when combined with other preservation methods.
4.5.2 Preservation by drying:
Whole fish split and fish fillets-
Large quantities of fish are preserved simply by 
drying and a very good storage life may be obtained by 
lowering the water content of unsalted fish to below about 
107.. Fish or fish muscle with low oil contents are usually 
more suitable for drying than fish with large contents of 
oil, which may rapidly oxidize and become rancid.
In the North Altantic Countries the main species 
which are preserved by drying only are those of the godoid 
family. Since thickness is a critical factor in drying.
the larger fish are often split or filleted. Even so, air 
drying is a lengthy process taking weeks or months. When 
relying on natural climatic conditions for drying, the 
results may be rather variable.
Some slight fermentation producing cheesy flavors during 
drying may be acceptable or even desired by connoisseurs, 
but adverse weather conditions can lead to total loss 
because of putrefaction during the early storages of 
drying. Controlled atmosphere drying plants overcome those 
problems but are highly energy consuming, a fact which in 
the future may prohibit their use.
The temperature during drying of intact raw fish or fish 
muscle from temperate waters should not exceed about 
30 degree centigrade to avoid the brake up of the tissues 
due to heat denaturation. The equivalent temperature limit 
for tropical water fish can be some what higher, around 
SOdegree centigrade (non, 1977).
In tropical regions large quantities of small fish 
are dried, often in the sun. These include some oily fish 
which are accepted locally in splits of pronounced 
rancidity and discoloration. Traditional uncontrolled fish 
drying in the tropics often involves great problems with 
insect infestation both during and after drying, resulting 
in great losses of fish protein. Controlled solar drying 
however, may overcome this problem because it operates 
above 45 degree centigrade at which temperature fly 
maggots can not survive(Anon, 1977).
4.5.3 Preservation by canning:
Salmon and sardines have been canned in large 
quantities for more than 100 years. More recently tuna, 
makerel and other fatty species have also been very
important raw materials. Lean white -fish species, on the 
other hand, because o-f the products, are in general 
interior, are canned on a much smaller scale; canned cod 
roe and liver, however, have established although limited 
markets in Europe some tatty species not mentioned above 
are canned either as ’salmon type’ which means they are 
packed raw in the can with added salt, or as ’tuna type’ 
that is precooked betore being drained and enclosed 
hermetically in the can. Precooking reduces the natural 
water content ot the tish and a slight drying may be 
applied. Makerel, pilchards, saradines and sprat are 
naturally precooked betore canning.
As regards can closing and sterilization technology, 
tish and meat canning do not ditter substantially.
In order to sotten the bones canned tish are otten heated 
in the retorts tor beyond the temperature that is required 
tor sterilization.
4.5.4 Prevention b/y treezings
Freezing ot wet tish- *
Natural treezing must have been known tor centuries 
as a means ot long-term preservation ot tish in countries 
with sutticiently cold winters. Records ot the early 
commercial distribution ot naturally trozen tish,
,however, show that the tish quality suttered drastically 
even it bacterial spoilage is prevented. Similar sad 
records come trom the tirst attempts in the last century 
to use mechanical retrigeration to treeze tish tor long­
term prevent!on.Intact, such crude methods gave rise to 
public prejudice against trozen tish, A great deal ot 
research and development was required to establish
a sound -frozen fish technology a main requirement was to 
distinguish between the initial freezing and the 
subsequent cold storage. The greater part of the natural 
water content of fresh unsalted fish is converted into ice 
during the freezing process, which should be completed 
within a few hours. Slow freezing over days results in the 
formation of large ice crystals within the muscle and 
irreversible damage to the fish quality. On the other 
hand e:;tremely fast freezing within minutes can result in 
physical breakage to the muscle. Only when the freezing 
process is completed should fish be stowed in the cold 
store, which is normally not designed for temperature 
changes but only for the maintenance of temperature .
There are two main kinds of quality defects which can 
occur during frozen storage. Those affecting the fish 
surfaces, and those affecting the entirely of the tissues. 
But are slowed down by lowering the storage temperatures, 
and it is now generally recommended that for long-term 
storage fish should b4' kept at temperatures of -30 
degrees centigrade or lower.
4.6 THE MAJOR ONSHORE PROJECTS,PERFORMANACE, AND
CONSTRAINTS
4.6.1 The Laskoreh fish canning factory N.E. Coast:
This was the first major fisheries development 
project undertaken by the Government and consisted of
a) Canning section;
b) 800 ton freezing facility;
c) Fish meal plant;
d) Tin making plant;
e) 200 meter jetty.
The factory was established at a cost of so.so 45mln 
in 1964 and had a daily production capacity of 46 tons.
Row fish was procured from small motorized boats and huris 
owned and operated by local artisanal fishermen. 
Constraints beset the plant from the beginning and are 
directly responsible for its failure to realize the 
eKpected objectives of Bincreasing frozen, currency 
earnings and increasing production and earning of 
artisanal fishermen.
The principal constraints were;
i) The inability of artisanal boats to supply the 
required catches;
ii) The lack of a continuous supply of spare parts and 
fishing gear and the non availability of repair and 
maintenance facilities;
iii> The shortage of highly skilled national personnel to 
replace the foreign technicians; 
iv) Initial marketing problems due to poor and 
unattractive labelling.
Essentially the project was poorly conceived and the 
production capacity and over head costs for outweighed the 
fish supply from local fishing fleet. The factory became 
operational in 1970 and operated for- only 12 years until 
1982.
Experience in other countries demonstrated that there is a 
least variable economic size for a canning plant and if a 
reliable supply of fish sufficient to support that
capacity is not available, the cannery will not 
economically viable.
4.6.2 Bolimog -freezing plant N.E. Coast;
Situated near Alula, East o-f Laskoreh, the Bolimog 
•factory was established in 1965 as a joint Amer i can/Somal i 
venture -funded by USAID and the Somali Development bank. 
The company operated to 1967 when it was declared bankrupt 
and the Somali Development Bank as the major creditor 
acquired the -factory. From 1970-73 the -factory-was leased 
to an Italian company who operated success-ful 1 y -for two 
seasons but due to a cyclone in October 1972, the Italian 
company ceased operations and surrendered its lease. 
Between 1973-76 the Bank entered into a joint venture with 
an Italian company to -form the Bolimnog company which 
operated -for two seasons processing 280 and 190 tons 
respectively be-fore it seased operations in 1976.
The -factory includes a small jetty, a -fish weighing 
and washing room, a processing, -freezing, and cold storage 
building and housing managerial sta-ff technicians, 4 air 
blast -freezer rooms were designed to -freeze 10 tons per 
day each, the cold store has a capacity variously quoted 
as 1,500 and 2,500 tonnes but -following the 1972 cyclone 
was reduced to hal-f the size. The plant is 17 years old 
and it is doubt-ful whether spares for the original 
equipment will be readily available.
4.6.3 Habu and Candala canning factories N.E. Coast;
Two small tuna canneries built in the mid 1930 by the
Italians are operated a a joint Somali/Italian venture. 
The -factories have production capacities o-f 4 ton/day at 
Habu and 2 ton/day at Candala.
The canneries processes tuna, skipjack, mackerel, 
sardines,sword -fish and white -fish.
ANNUAL PRODUCTION IN TONS OF 
HABU AND CANDALA CANNING
1982 - 1983 - 1983-1984
Canned -fresh canned -fresh
Candala 
Habu
67,008 
39,747
9,943
18,989
76,846
131,206
41,472 
51,023
106,747 28,932 203,052 92,500
Total Production Canned 
1982-1984 314,“799
Fresh
121,432
The combined annual production a both units is less 
than 127. of the design capacity and is constrained 
primarily by the scarcity of operational fishing boats an 
supplies of fish.
TOTAL NUMBERS OF TRADITIONAL AND MOTORIZED BOATS
IN THE SOMALI INSHORE FLEET
------------------------------------------------------------- Original
Coop/ve Motorise Traditional Traditional No. o-f
GRP Boats Sai1 boats Hur i s Coop/t
Ras Ch/ni 61 71 - "T
Adale-Eil 35 8 62 6
Beyla-B/gal 18 97 127 4
A1 Lil a—L/kreh 68 — 545 4
/CHAPTER FIVE 
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
1. Objectives o-f fisheries Management
The principal need of any fisheries management 
program is a clearset of well defined objectives that 
everyone in the fishing industry clearly understands. 
Failure to adopt such objectives greatly affects all 
aspects of fishery management. The absence of well defined 
objectives gives rise to confusion as to the kind of 
regulations needed for proper and effective management.
A -fishing industry with wel 1-de-fined objectives will 
enable the Authorities to adopt proper regulations. 
Fisheries scientists will be able to collect the right 
kind o-f data to support management e-f-forts. Fishermen will 
then be in a better position to understand the reason -for 
regulations and support the management programs adopted.
It is possible to adopt various objectives -for the 
■fishing industry. Some o-f the objectives o-f -fisheries 
management includes
1) Maximum sustainable yield;
2) Maximum economic yield;
3) Optimum sustainable yield;
4) Maximum employment opportunities ;
5) Maximum production o-f annual protein;
6) Increased e-f-ficiency o-f the -fishermen.
These objectives are same o-f the alternatives possible to 
be adopted as the basses -for a -fisheries managements 
policy for a a given fishery or group of fisheries:
/-
A> Optimum sustainable yields
While all of these objectives are by themselves 
laudable, unfortunately it is not possible to adopt all of 
them for a particular fishery as same of the objectives 
are in direct conflict with others .
Forexample the objective of maximum economic yield(MEY) 
is a direct conflict with the aim of increased employment 
opportunities.
It is not possible to simultaneously and successfully
pursue both objectives in a -fishery. Similarly the goals 
to increase e-f-ficiency o-f -fishermen via the introduction 
of technology and advanced gear, runs counter to the need 
to maintain employment opportunities. I-f the dual 
objectives o-f increased e-f-ficiency and maximum employment 
are adopted, the increased income, because o-f the 
introduction o-f technologically improved gear, will 
attract more people into the -fishing industry.
B) Maximum sustainable yield (MSY): is a use-ful objective
fishery management especially for the conservation of fish 
stocks. However, strict adherence to MSY concept will not 
achieve socioeconomic goals<Crutch field 1967; Rothschield 
1971). while MSY may be a useful guideline as to the 
limits of exploitation ofa fishery, socioeconomic 
objectives should be considered in any fishery management 
program.
A concept of optimal sustainable yield (OSY) can be a 
useful fisheries management tool. This OSY is at a level 
of exploitation some where between the maximum net 
economic yield and the maximum sustainable yield.
This objective takes into account the maintenance of fish 
stocks as well as the socioeconomic aspects of fishery, 
this optimum level of exploitation should be based on 
analysis of the interest of all users of fishery 
resources. It should ensure reasonable wages and a 
reasonable return on investments for those involved in the 
fishing industry. Further, the maximum sustainable yield 
should never be exceed if the fishery is to be maintained.
/ -^'«24:'0LIC'IE9 for REGULATING FISHERIES
To achieve their management objectives -fisheries 
authorities must examine the various methods by which they 
can regulate -fisheries. In doing so the biological and 
economic asapects o-f the -fisheries must be taken into 
consi deration.
The productivity o-f a -fishery is related to -four main 
variables
1) growth rate o-f the -fish;
2) recruitment o-f -fish into the -fishery by reproduction or 
migration;
3) Natural mortality o-f the -fish and
4) -fishing mortality.
We have no conmtrol over natural mortality and rate o-f 
growth. We can control -fishing e-f-fort and recruitment in 
to the -fishery.
Recruitment into the -fishery is controlled mainly by 
regulating the age at which -fish enter the exploitation 
phase o-f the fishery.
All scheme of regulating fisheries can be classified 
as those to control fishing intensity and those to control 
the age at which fish enter the fishery.
The two basic methods of regulation are as follows:
1) Control of fishing effort
a) Catch limitation.
b) Control of fishing intensity(effort);
c) Reduction of fishing time;
d) Protected areas.
2> Control o-f age o-f entery
a) Ma>cimun mesh size regulation;
b) Max si mum size o-f -fish;
c) Protected areas.
These two groups o-f methods are complementary and not 
altrernaatives.
Regulations -for optimum -fishing must be concerned with 
both. The main considerati on is there-fore one of deciding 
which method or combination of methods is most effective 
in regulating the fishery at its optimum level.
Catch limitation: Catch limitation or the 
establishment of annual or seasonal quotas for regulating 
fisheries is an indirect method of controlling fishing 
effort.When quotas are filled fishing is stopped, 
with this method no consideration is given to the exact 
size of the fishing fleet and the methods of fishing. 
Although the regulation by catch limit may be 
administratively simple, there is no precise control of 
the fishing. This metHiod of regulation requires a very 
precise estimate of the total fish landed and hence a very 
extensive infrastructure for the collection of data as 
fish can be landed in numerous fishing communities. This 
method appears to be very costly and difficult to enforce. 
Furthermore, this type of regulation may result in 
extremely short fishing seasons, as in the Pacific Halibut 
fishery between 1941 and 1952 where quotas were the only 
regulative methods adopted <Bell,1970). However, the 
greatly improved fishing resulting from catch limitations 
induced a large influx of new fishing vessels, there by 
doubling the fleet. With this uncontrolled entry into the 
fishery quotas were filled
with in a very short time. The -fishing season, originally 
about 8.5 months was reduced to about one month. These was 
no -fishing -for the rest o-f the year. I-f there is no 
alternative -fishery or employment -for -fishermen the 
harmful economic and social effects of short fishing 
seasons become more pronounced.
Control of fishing intensity: Is one of the most 
important methods of regulating fisheries. Even when it is 
feasible to establish other regulative methods, it is 
still necessary to establize fishing rates at reasonable 
level; otherwise the benefits of the regulative measures 
will be lost. This regulation method limits the enters of 
man power and vessels into the fishery. With this method 
of regulation, restrictions are placed on the number of 
fishing vessels or number of fishing vessels or gear for 
each fishery. The number of licenses issued should be 
limited to some predetermined number based on the policy 
for that particular fishery. This limitation should take 
into consideration biological, economic, social and 
political factors.
Fishing intensity is very respopsive to economic 
enfluences. To maintain it constantly at optimum, it is 
necessary to fi>: it by limiting the number of pieces of 
gear and vessels engaged in the fishery. If fishing 
intensity is not controlled, it will continue to increase 
until inefficiency, caused by scarcity of fish, eliminates 
the incentives for eKpansion. This will give rise to the 
dual problems of over expansion and over fishing.
Effective control of fishing effort at a 
predetermined optimum will maintain optimum abundance of 
fish and hence provide optimutp yield; permit efficient use
of man power and equipment, and permit improvement in the 
earning and living stands of fishermen.
The potential benefits of this regulation can be achieved 
only if the limits of fishing intensity are properly 
determined and the limitations are strictly enforced. As 
far as the fish stocks are concerned any fishing activity 
licensed or unlicensed will apply pressure to them. The 
actual fishing intensity is the sum of all fishing 
activities, legal or illegal.
This is an excellent method of regulating fisheries.
Unless enforced is through and unless effective measures 
are adopted to check illegal fishing, this method of 
regulation will fail.
The importance of regulating fishing intensity in fishing 
intensity in fisheries management must never be under 
estimated . The success or failure of any fisheries 
management program largely depends on whether it can 
maintain fishing intensity at or near the optimum this is 
best done by limiting the number of boats and gear engaged 
in the fishery. If the fishing rate is excessive, it can 
be reduced by eliminating some of the units or by 
requiring each unit to operate at less than its capacity. 
The biological effects of both methods of reducing fishing 
intensity are the same but the social and economic 
consequences are vastly different.
Methods to reduce the fishing efficiency of each 
vessel are much more difficult to implement as they impose 
hardships fora the fishermen. There will be immediate 
decrease in catch. Unless the reduction in catch is 
matched by a corresponding increase in the price of fish 
there will be a reduction in income for the fishermen. It 
will be extremely difficult to convince fishermen to
accept short+term losses -for potential increase in income. 
Even i-f regulations are implemented , it will be difficult 
to enforce them.
When there is excessive capacity in the fishery, a 
better alternative is to gradually reduce the fishing 
fleet by discarding the oldest and least efficient 
vessels.
The problems associated with reduction of excessive 
fishing capacity, either excessive fishermen or fishing 
vessels, are very great, it is better policy to determine 
the optimal effort of a fishery before expanding it, 
Furthermore, during the exploration and location of new 
fishery resource, it is important that both the standing 
crop and the maximum sustainable yield are estimated . 
Limits to the fishing intensity in these new fishing 
grounds either inshore or offshore, should be established 
before the fish stocks are exploited . The limitation of 
fishing effort should consider biological, social and 
economic factors and should be exceed the maximum 
sustainable yield.
Control of fishing time: Restriction of fishing to
selected seasons has been tried in some temperate zone 
countries. The concept of seasonal fishing may apply 
directly to tropical areas. A modification to seasonal 
fishing with respect to specific areas or zones may be 
useful in some fisheries.
Limitation of fishing time may be useful if there is 
a need to immediately reduce fishing effort due to 
scarcity. A good example is the regulation permitting 
trawling for 6 days a week. This will reduce the effective 
fishing effort of the trawlers by one seventh.
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Protected areas: The establishment of specific 
sanctuaries in the -fishing grounds to protect -fish during 
specific stages in their development or to protect the 
species may provide a partial solution to the problem of 
overfishing. The creation of a sanctuary in areas which 
have large concentrations of juvenile fish or are known 
spawning grounds, will protect these young fish until 
they are much larger. Furthermore, fish within these 
specific reserves will mature and breed with greater 
sucess. This concept of specific reseves has been used 
quite successfully in the management of wildlife and 
forests.
E/ Mesh Regulation; Traditional1y one of the main methods 
/ for controlling the pattern of fishing is via mesh
regulation, the underlying theory has been well understood 
since Beverton and Holt<1957) and may be simply stated:
The large mesh net permits young fish to scape and hence 
to grow and contgribute to the biomas of the fish stock in 
subsequent years.
( One problem of mesh regulations is that in the
immediate period following their introduction catch rates 
will fall. In essence this means that the fishermen are 
''p being expected to make sacrifice now for the future 
benefit.
This may or may not be economically optimal for the 
fishermen concerned and hence may attract disfavor if it 
has net discounted cost to the individual. In such
situations, it is all too easy for fishermen to bypass
«
such regulations in a number of ways. Correspondingly , if 
this is the case, enforcement will be difficult and 
expensive.
The speed with which the benefits of mesh regulation 
occur depends on the biological characteristics of the
species concerned. For long lived species with a low 
mortality rate, such benefits will be several years in 
occurring, -for short lived species bene-fits can be 
expected within a -few months.
C
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Fj) Choice of regulation methods: The choice of methods of 
regulation should take into consideration economic, 
biological, social and political factors existing with in 
the fishery. Methods that are difficult to enforce are 
less likely to succeed than methods that are slightly less 
efficient but more easily enforced: In selecting the
methods of regulation the cost of enforcement should be 
taken into consideration . It will be difficult to justify 
the enforcement of regulation that are too expensive and 
are beyond the economic value of the resource..
It will be extremely useful to discuss various 
regulative methods with fishermen associations and 
cooperatives before a final dicision is made.
The extent of support from fishermen will be greatly 
weakened if they fell that there is little or no benefit 
at all for them .
Regulatuions drafted wholly by officials may be 
inadequate becouse officials may not have access to many 
of the partment economic and social facts known only to 
fishermen.
5;3 the experience OF SOMALIA IN 
OFFSHORE FISHERIES
- The demersal -fish resources of Somalia are 
consentrated on a narrow- often not more than 12 wide, 
continental shelf. The e;:ception is the banks off the 
North east. It fallows that most of the demersl resources 
canm be exoloited from the coastal settlement and, becqLise 
of lack of harabours, the fishery must be prosecuted by 
boats designed to be beached.
To fish the demersal resources by trawlers require^ a 
powerful, therefore larage trawlers partaicularely in the 
Northeast becouse of the strong currents.
The economic viability of such vessels is suspected.
It is resDunable to assume a mean catch by a trawler of 
2000HP of 25 mt\day and probably more using heavier gear.
At present there are insufficient data on catch 
rates in Somalia waters to bve able to select and purchase 
on appropriately designed vessels which will confidently 
produce a guaranteed return on investment.
It is recum'ended th at Bovenment should not purchazse and 
DoO+erate their own offshore trawlers or pelagic fishing 
fleet until this can be justifiewd on the basis of proven 
commercial catch rates, and capital and operating costs of 
the cvessels can confidently bve covered from catch 
revenue.
There is certainly a case fdor medium sized 50-60 ft 
unsophisticated vessels using lines, gill nets etc.
The major resources in Somalia waters is the pelagic fish 
both small piagics(saardines etc.) and the larger 
pelagics(tina etc,), t is these species which will
provide the basis for any somali offshore fishing ie. long
lining purse seining rather than trawling,
5^4 maritime and INTERNATIONAL SEA LAWS
The year of 19SS might be regarded as the year of 
i^st 1 "f i cat i on ot maritime and sea laws in ^Somali Democratic 
Republic, ror the time, the National Assembly ratified the 
UN. third convention -for the law o-f the sea which was 
held in Jamaica in 1982 to uphold the rights i-f the third 
world coastalk countries. The third convention explained 
■fully the jurisdiction o-f the territorial waters by the 
'-■number states and stressed the need to safeguard these 
waters and their potential.
Included in the third convemtion of the law of .the 
sea, were the protection of/.^marine environment, promotion 
of marine researches, technological transfer and laws for 
improvement the hygiene of the ports, taxes and topply of 
marine reesources.
Before the adoption of the law of the sea, the Somali 
Goven.ment has already expressed its willingness to use 
the 12 miles cone as the i^.tional , coastal boundry.
On the other hand, the exclusive economic cone <EE2) of/. 
Somali Democratic Republic was taken as 200 noutical 
miles.
she law of the sea irn which the UNEP sponsored 
contains two important programmes:
DRed sea and Gulf of Aden programme; Somalia has fully 
indo.i^sed this p.i-"ogramme as part of^regional project for 
control of marine pollution and utilization of natural 
resources.
2)jUNEP environmental protection programme for East 
Africa;
this a>-sb Regional action plan for the counbtgries of 
East Africa in which Somalia is included.
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'5,5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Development effort in the fisheries sector over the 
last 15—2u years havre been characterised by a stronq 
emphasis on modernasation with the expectation that 
introduction of more advanced technologies will in itself 
result in the increase in fish supplies tgo the domestic 
and export markets.
A review of past projects suggests that most have 
been heavily capitalised without a realistic and accurate 
prediction of the financial and socio-economic benefits.
In most cases anticipated increases in catch rates, 
utilisation of vessels and throughput of shore plants have 
not been realised either as a result of price constraints 
on the fish supplies, lack of immediate community market 
outlets, or incorrect assumptions regarding the resource 
and lack of fishermen's incentives coupled with inability 
to adopt operate and maintain vessels of more advanced 
design due to lack of infrastructure, support services.
In addition many projects have suffered from unacceptable 
high management and administrative costs.
For future development strategy, it is clear that a 
more critical commercial approach is required in the 
preparation and acceptance of projects.
Periority should be given to adeveloping the 
artisanal fisheries prosecuted by the coastal communities. 
As a result of past experience in which the introduction 
of advanced technologies has not brought the desired 
results, future strategy should be emophesized the gradual 
introduction of improved boat design, fishing gear, etc., 
in harmony with the ability, both financially and 
technically of the users to adopt inovation.
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ANNEX
Law N. 5 of Jan. 1987
Translation of the Law No. 23 of 30th November 1985, 
SOMALI FISHERY LAW
Article 1 
• Definitions
Unless the Context otherwise requires the terms herein 
set forth have respectively the following meanings;
1. Acquatic Animals: Shall mean all animals living in 
the sea water and inland v.'ater including Oyster, curstacean, 
plankton & Algae.
2. Licence: S'''.'' m.ean the permission granted any­
body requetsed fishing processing or merchandising.
3. Fishing: The art of practice of catching aquatic 
animals.
4. Traditional Fishing: Shall mean fishing in the coastal 
areas by using small boats, dhows etc.
5. Modern Fishing: Shall mean Fishing in the hig*h seas 
by using ship and modern technology such as trawlers.
6. Administrative Decision: Shall mean any administra­
tive resolution or Decision taken by the Ministry for solving a
; problem or correcting a default.
7. Minister: Shall mean Minister of Ministry of Fisheries 
and Marine Resources.
8. Royalty: Shall mean the part of the fees or goods 
paid by the owner of the Ships for fishing in the Somali water.
9. Inland water: Shall mean river water and reservoirs 
in which the aquatic animals can live as mentioned in thefirst 
para of thi ■ article.
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Article 2 
Management
The Ministry shall be responsible for the necessary safe­
guarding development of the fisheries and the proper imple­
mentation of the general control and administration of this 
Law.
The Minister may delegate in writing his power under this 
law to any officer or any employee of this Minister.
Article 3 
Fishing Data
The Ministry shall compile statistical data and other rela­
ted information regarding fishing; co-ordinate and administer 
and publish information regarding Somali Fishery activities.
Article 4 •- 
Fishery Development
The Ministry is deemed to implement the Development of 
Fishery activities in the Country.
Article 5 
Prohibitions
1. It is forbidden to anybody to carry any activity or use 
any equipment or material which may cause death, pollution, 
injury, to the aquatic animals.
2. It is also forbidden to anybody to possess equipment 
.or materials which can cause damage to aquatic animals in 
the fishing area.
3. It also forbidden to merchandise or exchange fish or 
other aquatic animals caught as stated in para*l of this article.
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Article 6
Seasonal Closing Period ,
The Minister may give a written order closing the fishing 
Season indicating the areas, type of the fishing equipment 
and fish or other aquatic animals. The order shall state the 
starting Period and the closing Period. The Minister may also 
decrease the Limitation period when it becomes necessary.
Article 7 
Fishery Licence 
General Provisions
1. The Ministry may grant Fishing Licence for the sea 
water and inland water.
2. Anyone who Is interested in fishing or rering of Fish 
inland water shall have a fishing Licence .and an entrance 
permit of the Country. This Licence shall not concern persons 
who are not using Marine Trasports.
. ■ 3. The Ministry shall grant the applicant the necessary 
fishing Licence and shall make a separate register for the 
Licence granted by this law.
4. The application for fishing Licence may be submitted 
and shall state briefly the following:
a) Name description of the Ship, flag and the register 
Country.
b) Name of the owner, leaser, if any, captain of the Ship.
c) Number of the Ship.
d) Description of the fishing activities requested by the 
applicant.
i) The type of Fishing
ii) The method of fishing and the equipment.
iii) Location where the production is to be pul and the 
description of the Marketing, the last destination of the pro­
ducts and the utilization of the products.
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iv) Location for fishing. .
v) The number of the fishes or other aquatic animals 
which may be caught.
vi) The period in which the Licence to be valid.
vii) The description of the assistan Captain, the manage­
ment the name and the Licence of the other assisting Ship.
viii) The description of the cooperation or othefSomali 
interests.
____xi)_Any information requested by the Ministry._____
x) Bank guarantee.
5) The Licensed Ship shall within 30 days notify the 
Ministry any changes occurred as the transfer of ownership, 
lease etc. . ■
6. The Number of the Licence, the name-of the ship and 
the registered Ports shall be clearly written and shown on the 
Ship and on the sides of the ship.
Article 8
Obligatioas of the Fishermen
Any person granted Fishing Licence shall: .
a) Obey the Laws of the Country and the regulations of 
the Ministry.
b) Submit a permanent reports regarding Fishery activi­
ties: amount, types, including by-catch, products, the Loca­
tion and the method of fishing, the type of the fish and other 
aquatic animals which can be merchandised or processed-
Article 9 
Research
1. The Ministry ma'y, in writing permit any person or any 
ship who possess an entrance permit to make research on 
fisheries and other related activities regarding marine 
resources.
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Article 10
Control and Inspection
1. Whoever is practicing fishing may be subject to 
inspection or search'wVienever it may be necessary. A part
from the specialized agencies. The regional and districautho-
rities or any other authorized person may inspect or search
any person doingfishingactivitiesaftera priorapproval of the
Ministry.
2. Anybody who violates the provisions of this !aw shall 
be taken to the nearest Port of the Country.'
3. If a ship commits an offence in the Soma!; Water and 
crosses to the boundary of other country, the matter will be 
discussed with concerned authority under the international 
law.
Article 11
Traditional and Modern Fishing
The Ministry shall promote the development of the tradi­
tional and Modern fishing activities and all related matters, 
with the assistance of the component Government Agencies.
It willensurethatthe Modern fishing will notharm ordelaythe 
development of the traditional fishing.
Article 12 '
Penalties
1. Any infringement ofarticIesSand 10 of this law shall be 
punishable:
a) With a fine from Sh. So. 1,000 upto Sh. So. 10.000 on 
the small boats (withuot engines).
b) 1. With a fine from Sh. So. 10,000 upto 15,000 on the 
small boats with engines. HP 6 upto HP 30.
2. With a fine from Sh. So. 16,000 upto Sh. So. 30,000 on 
the small boats with engines, HP 31 upto HP 60.
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3. With a fine from Sh. So. 31,000 upto Sh. So. 50,000 on 
the small engine boats HP 61 upto HP 100.
c) With a fine from Sh. So. 1,700,000 upto Sh. So. 
4,000,000 or equivalent to foreign currency on ship from 101 
and above.
If the offence is more seriuos or the offender commits 
again the same offence, the matter shall be referred to Crimi­
nal Courts.
2. Anybody who uses the following, shall be punished with 
an imprisonment from 3 years or a fine from Sh. So. 5.000.000 
upto Sh. So. 50.000.000 or both.
a) Use an explosive materials.
b) Fish or possess material or equipment in prohibited 
areas.
c) Fish in the closure period.
d) Fish the prohibited type of fish or aquatic animals.
e) Fish with a prohibited materials, or equioment.
3. Anybody who rejects to submit the required reports or 
fails to fulfil the provisions of this law shall be punished with a 
fine from Sh. So. 20,000 upto Sh. So. 50,000.
4. Anybody who fails to perform his duties and fails to fulfil 
any of the terms and conditions of the contracts entered into; 
his Licence shall be withdrawn and cancelled.
Article 13 
•' Powers.
The Somali Naval Forces shall have the powers and the 
responsibility for the enforcement of this law.
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Article 14
Confiscation of Property
1. Whoever commits an offence under this Law, his 
equipment, engine or other materials used during the com­
mittal of the offence may be forfeited.
2. All fishes and aquatic animals found on the board of the 
ship may also be confiscated.
3. All the offenses under this law shall come under the 
competence of the national Security Court.
Article 15
Administrative Resolution's '
Unless the offence constitutes a crime punishable more 
serious penalty, the Ministry shall discuss the matter'with the 
concerned authorities.
Article 16 
Regulations
1. The President of the Somali Democratic Republic 
having heard the proposal of the Ministry of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources, may make regulations for the proper 
implementation of this law.
2. The Minister of Fishery may, make regulatios regar­
ding the proper management and development ofthe Fishery 
activities.
Article 17
Repeal and Coming into Force
1. All provisions inconsistent with the present law shall be 
repealed.
2. This law shall come into force after 15 days from the 
date of its publication on the official bulletin.
Mogadishu The President of the S.D.R.
30th November, 1986 Mohamed Siad Barre
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